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About This Game

Top Down Farter includes two complete mini games:

Stinky Sam
(Traditional Farter - reverse fire)

Space zombies have invaded earth. Enter our hero, Stinky Sam, with his rotten magical beans. Chances for earth's survival? Not
good. But the chances for fartified zombies? Excellent!

Diaper Dan
(Fan Farter - forward fire)

Dream zombies have invaded Diaper Dan's bedroom. But even the imaginary undead are no match for Diaper Dan and his
deadly fart fan. Use the fart fan to mow down those zombies.

Welcome to the Fart Dome. Abandon all smell ye who enter.
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Fun but can be quickly tedious. I think this is another game that is only suited to playing on a tablet.. It was the most challenging
of the ones I've played so far, and as a big Sherlock Holmes fan, I really enjoyed it. I'm stuck between thinking this game aged
like fine milk and thinking it still holds up and is genuinely entertaining outside of just meme material. It's probably best if you
stick between the two while playing.. OOOOkay.... so it took a while to get this to actually run... That was very frustrating.. But..
Once you get it to work, this game is very fun. I like the strafe left/right thrusters on the fighters and I like the levels that
actually can challenge you and require skille to complete.
  I'm going to recommend this title, but with a stern finger wag at steam for releasing a title that requires customers to research
how to get the game to actually launch.... Somebody in the forums asked, "where's the french forces?!". i lol'd.. I just completed
playing Millennium 2: Take Me Higher and it was an enjoyable game. Just for clarity, let me state that I had already beat
Millennium: A New Hope, and that I also only played the game on normal difficulty so my review will be based on those facts.

If you're a fan of the old 8-bit or 16-bit RPGs that were popular on the SNES or other systems, you're probably going to like this
game. It's very smooth, has nice artwork, good music, and I didn't have any problems with bugs. Beating the game will probably
take in the ten to fifteen hour range, depending upon how thorough you are in seeking side quests. This game has a number, and
you have to be a bit creative to discover them all without cheating. The only ones I found a little superfluous were ones at the
end where you basically went and had to hunt down gates in places you've already been.

But, I digress. The story is set in a world where the lead character is Marine, a young girl who is living in a kingdom where a
despotic ruler, Lord Dragon, with the help of some nefarious underlings, is running things where only a few benefit and many
suffer. So, she is trying to collect heroes to help fight him in a future election. While searching these out, she goes on various
misadventures.

Combat is standard RPG menu based fare with basic attacks, accessible skills, defense, and item functions. It can get a bit
repetitive, but the game isn't too bad about making you work to level up at normal difficulty, and they offer easier modes called
easy and story for those who want less of a challenge, and a harder mode as well for those who prefer. Dungeons will take about
an hour to two hours to clear.

One thing that is challenging is finding all the secret rooms. Millennium 2 often hides secrets, so be sure to look and click
around a lot. Some players use the mouse mode to do a quick check of the screen to see where jumping off screen can lead you
somewhere new. These quests are almost never essential to the game, but something players should seek out because they offer
substantial advantages to the characters in game.

It's a good game, and I'll be purchasing the third when it becomes available here on Steam. For the price I paid, just under $5, it
was definitely worth the cost in terms of entertainment, although the one thing that does frustrate me a little is reaching the end
when it felt like it was just beginning. But, in terms of producing these types of games, I've been a fan of Aldorlea for a while,
and if you like games in the RPGMaker+ vein, this is as good as it gets.. music was rushing and dragging at the same time >:-(.
The game is really intriguing and the whole enviroment changing reminds me of Layers of Fear.

I tried to play it fully but it got too scary too quick for me. I suck at horror games.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3wOAQ4Mj9pU. Very little difference from standard scenery, definitely not worth the
money
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I LOVE this. Its small, its inexpensive, and I've spent LOTS of time in the fireworks area. I have no idea why it says I've only
been in for .7 hours...I easily have been in watching just the fireworks longer than that.

The woods..I had fun crawling on the ground through the plants...I'm sure I looked like an idiot in RL..whatever.

The cabin...sitting in there is easy to forget I live in the city while watching the rain on the windows.

The mountain...I rather liked sitting on the edge and looking down...I have a fan blowing on me..added to the illusion..again,
probably looked like an idiot...

The lobby...surreal. laid down on my floor and just watched the orbs for a bit. Might try drinking and going into this place.

The fireworks....I absolutely love being able to control the shells. That being said, one of the shells bogs my machine down...I'd
love to see it optimized. I've got a GTX980ti, 16G RAM and I5 6700.. Can't call this a simulator like Euro truck simulator 2 or
American truck simulator... I wouldn't even call it an arcade game, I think that would be an insult to arcade trucking games such
as Big Mutha Trucker, 18 Wheeler: American Pro Trucker, Hard Truck, etc etc.

Pros
(Within the 20 minutes I attempted to play this I can't really find many to be totally honest)
-Vehicle damage both player and AI
-Police chases

Cons
-Controls are clunky and unresponsive if using a controller, not much better using the keyboard
-Visuals aren't too good, reminds me of an old PS2 or original Xbox game
-Confusing and no help on where to go once out of garage, this is of course after the 5 hour long unskippable cutscenes
-Not worthy of being an arcade racer (in my honest opinon)

TL;DR
Don't waste your time with this, even when its on sale! Just spend that little bit extra and get either Euro truck simulator 2 or
American truck simulator by SCS.. Bricked my USB ports, and was forced to Reset Windows 10. I can't recommend this
program because the Driver Backup feature is a paid feature, meanwhile if you get your drivers ruined, you're as screwed as
they come.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. This game would be amazing if it didn't CTD all the time, or bug out all the time. It's
unfortunate that it is on steam with out any devs working on patching it up. I would LOVE to play this game bug free. I can't
recommend you buy it unless it's less than 5 bucks.. Really enjoy it.
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